





(Observations, Relative Chiefly to Picturesque
 
Beauty, Made in the Year  on Several
 
Parts of England, Particularly the Mountains,




































































Imagination,Trees and Ruins in Gilpin’s

















































































On the eastern side, the mountains are both
 
grandeur, and more picturesque. The line is
 
pleasing; and is filled with that  variety of
 
objects, broken-ground, rocks, and
 
wood, which being well combined, take from the
 



























This water-fall is a noble object, both in
 
itself, and as an ornament  of the lake. It
 
appears more as an object connected with the
 
lake, as we approach by water. By land, we see
 
it over a promontory of low ground, which, in
 
some degree, hides it’s grandeur. At the distance
 
of a mile, it begins to appear with dignity.
But of whatever advantage the fall of Lodoar
 
may be as a piece of distant scenery, it’s effect
 
is very noble, when examined on the spot. As a
 
single object, it wants no accompaniments of
 
offskip;which would rather injure, than assist it.
They would disturb it’s simplicity, and repose.





































The following little work proposes a new object
 
of pursuit;that of not barely examining the face
 
of a country;but of examining it by the rules
 
of picturesque beauty: that  of  not  merely
 
describing, but of adapting the description of
 
natural scenery to the principles of artificial
 
landscape. . . . (Wye 1-2)
. . . we examine them［＝beautiful scenes］ under
 
the idea of a whole:we admire the composition,
the colouring, and the light, in one comprehensive
 












Among all the visions of this inchanting country,
we had seen nothing so beautifully sublime, so
 

































Words may give the great outlines of a scene.
They can measure the dimensions of a lake.
They can hang it’s sides with wood. They can
 
rear a castle on some projecting rock:or place
 
an island near this, or the other shore. But their
 
range extends no farther. They cannot mark the
 
characteristic distinctions of each scene  the
 
touches of nature  her living tints  her
 
endless varieties, both in form and colour.
In a word, all her elegant  peculiarities are
 










But all this, all that words can express, or even
 
the pencil describe, are gross, insipid substitutes
 
of the living scene. We may be pleased with the
 
description, and the picture: but the soul can
 
feel  neither, unless  the force of our  own
 
imagination aid the poet’s, or the painter’s art;








































Moral, and picturesque ideas do not always
 
coincide. In a moral light, cultivation, in all its
 
parts, is pleasing;the hedge, and the furrow; the
 
waving corn field, and rows of ripened sheaves.
But all these, the picturesque eye, in quest of
 
scenes of grandeur, and beauty, looks at with
 
disgust. . . . In a moral view, the industrious
 
mechanic is a more pleasing object, than the
 
loitering peasant. But in a picturesque light, it is
 
otherwise. The arts of industry are rejected;and
 
even idleness, if I may speak, adds dignity to a
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character. Thus the lazy cowherd resting on his
 
pole;or the peasant lolling on a rock, may be
 
allowed in the grandest  scenes; while the
 
laborious mechanic, with his  implements  of
 



























Rivers  often  present  us  with  very moral
 
analogies; their characters greatly resembling
 
those of men. The violent, the restless, the
 
fretful, the active, the sluggish, the gentle, the
 
bounteous, and many other epithets, belong
 
equally to both. The little stream, which divides
 
the valley of Cambeck, suggested the analogy.

























(“larger depredations have been lately made,







































A legal right the proprietor unquestionably has
 
to deform his ruin, as he pleases. But tho he
 
fear no indictment in the king’s bench, he must
 
expect a very severe prosecution in the court of
 
taste. The refined code of this court does not
 
consider an elegant ruin as a man’s property, on
 
which he may exercise at will the irregular
 
sallies of a wanton imagination: but  as a
 
deposit, of which he is only the guardian, for
 
the amusement and admiration of posterity.
A ruin is a sacred thing. Rooted for ages in the
 
soil;assimilated to it;and become, as it were, a
 
part of it;we consider it as a work of nature,






















. . . thesehumbledwellingsremindthecontemplative
 
spectator of a production of Nature, and may
(using a strong expression)rather be said to
 
have grown than to have been erected; to
 
have risen, by an instinct of their own, out of
 




















It is then much to be wished that a better taste
 
should prevail among  these new proprietors;
and. . . that skill and knowledge should prevent
 
unnecessary deviations from that path of simplicity
 
and beauty along which, without design and
 
unconsciously, their humble predecessors have
 
moved. In this wish the author will be joined by
 
persons of pure taste throughout the whole
 
island, who, by their visits (often repeated) to
 
the Lakes in the North of England, testify that
 
they deem the district a sort of national property,
in which every man has a right and interest
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